
What is the Modern Data Stack and Why Should
You Be Excited About It?

Data engineering tasks cost time and money—valuable
resources for any organization. In this blog, we discuss
the modern data stack and how it can lessen the cost of
development and maintenance related to data
engineering, as well as promote innovation and
productivity with data and analytics. Learn tips on how
to get started with implementing a modern data stack to
put your organization ahead of the competition.  

Read Blog

How dbt Can Help Resolve 4 Common Data
Engineering Pain Points

Reliance on data engineers to help model, transform,
and interpret data can throw a wrench in plans—
especially when you want to move fast with data and
analytics. But how do you democratize data pipeline
development so more of your team can participate and
keep things moving? In this blog, we discuss four
common pain points data teams experience and how
dbt brings everyone into the data pipeline without
having to rely on data engineers.  
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The Data and Analytics Updates You Need to Know
About for Q2

The product release notes from tech vendors can be
very detailed and overwhelming. So, we have outlined
recent product updates for key technologies and
platforms—Snowflake, Databricks, dbt, BigQuery,
Looker, Qlik, Tableau, and Power BI—and highlighted
what is most important. Learn how these updates can
impact you, how they can be applied, and other major
news for these key technologies within the data and
analytics space.  
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Are Your Data Engineering Problems Holding You Back?

Data is meant to help transform your business- not hold it back. But if you're
spending too much time worrying about where your data is and how to transform
and store it, whether you can trust it, or even how to access it- you are not getting
the valuable insights it can provide.

Learn more on this topic by viewing our recent webinar "How dbt Helps Our
Clients Remove Data Engineering Roadblocks" on demand. Plus, access
additional resources below.

Watch On Demand Webinar

"The great resignation can be incredibly disruptive- but slowing down slightly
to ensure knowledge-capture and knowledge-sharing is happening with data

teams can help mitigate the impact to your organization.

Tony Dahlager, Managing Director - Data Management

Check out Tony's full post
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